FILTER BUTTON
INTRODUCTION:
The main function of the filter button is to separate certain information from the rest within a specific topic. It is especially useful in the
reports when you want to see specific information and not the rest of the report. For example, In the zip code table, you might only wish
to see all cities for the state of New York. Another example of the filter button is in a report, you will see information from one date
range to another based on sales order, customer, factor, and style information. But you just want to see all of the sales orders that are
factored. Therefore, you can filter the sales order with factors only.

Menu if you want to see rows of the list that meets a certain condition.
• Click Filter
• The filter window prompts you to input a filter condition. The columns Functions (verb) and Columns (noun) appear.

CLICK ON FILTER
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EXAMPLES

TIPS: Filter condition strings are case-sensitive which means that upper case strings are different as compared to their lower
case counterparts. For example, you want to filter one customer out of the whole list. In the customer listing, the customer
code is "WIN" for Winfashion.Therefore you would enter [code=’WIN’] also to filter. If you enter [code=‘win] (notice it is lowercase) the filter will not work.
• After typing filter condition, click OK to Filter, Cancel to exit or Verify to check the validity of the filter condition.
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FILTER CONDITIONS
In this version of help , only the most practical and frequently used functions will be explained. There are two columns (Functions
and Columns) to click from if typing becomes cumbersome. The following bold-faced characters are valid filter conditions (assume
that there is color, Invoice Date (inv_date) and price in Columns):
color = ‘PINK’
Display pink items only.
color >= ‘A’ and color < ‘X’
Display items with colors from A to W.
not(price > 50) and inv_date>1998-12-01
Show items that are not more expensive than $50 and received after December 1, 1998.
(color = ‘ORNG’ or price < 20) and month(inv_date) = 6
Items that are orange or cheaper than $20 for the month of June.
price > 10 and day(inv_date) = 30 and year(inv_date) =
Show items with price more than

1995

$10 invoiced at the 30th day of any month for the year 1995.

mid(color, 4, 1) = ‘K’
Starting at color’s 4th letter, take 1 letter. Display only rows in which the 4th letter for color is K (e.g. PINK, BLACK, etc.).
Take note that in the above examples, color is a string/character and price is a number. String/characters are enclosed in quotes
(‘PINK’) and numbers are not (40).
MID(string, starting position, no. of characters)
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EXAMPLE:1
MID(‘superman’, 6, 3)
This gives ‘man’.
MID(‘SHORT SLEEVED SHIRT’, 11, 7)
This gives ‘SLEEVED’.
MID(color, 2, 1) = ‘I’
This is a filter condition that shows items with colors the 2nd letter of which is the letter ‘I’ (e.g. PINK, LIME, etc.).
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EXAMPLE: 2
Filter by Date
A date includes a month, day and year.

A date has the following format: yyyy-mm-dd

yyyy is the year number, mm is the month number and dd is the day number.
Examples:
2012-08-25 :- This corresponds to August 25, 2012.
2012-12-25:- This gives Christmas Day (December 25, 2012).
today() - This gives today’s date (October 14, 2012). month(inv_date) > 6
This filter condition gives all items that were invoiced after June. June is the 6th month. Thus, this will give all items for
the month of July, August, September. October, November and December.
year(inv_date) = 2012 and month(inv_date) = 1
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EXAMPLE:3
Filter function to display invoice# ending from one number to the other number:1. Convert the invoice# to STRING
2. Use LEFT or RIGHT function to take left or right x many characters
i.e.:

Right (String (invoiceno), 1) ='8'

Shows all invoices ending in 8
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EXAMPLE:3
3. Left (String (invoiceno), 1) ='9'

Shows all invoices STARTING with 9
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EXAMPLE:3
4. Combine:
Left (String (invoiceno), 1) ='9' and Right (String (invoiceno), 1) ='8'

Shows invoices like 9xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx8
Doesn't matter how many 'xxxx' in between
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EXAMPLES: 4
Filter by Day Function
This function gives the day of the date.

This is the format:

day(d)
parameters: one (date)
result: number
Examples:
If today is August 25, 2012:
day(today()) This function gives 25.
day(inv_date)>15 This function displays all dates invoiced at the 16th to 31st day of any month.
Filter by Month Function
This function gives the month number of the date.

This is the format:

month(d)
parameters: one (date)
result: number
Examples:
If today is August 25, 2012:
month(today()) This gives 8.
month(inv_date) > 6 This gives all items that were invoiced after the month of June.
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EXAMPLES: 5
Filter by Number
A number is a numerical value.

You can perform mathematical operations with numbers.

Examples:
1
2
2.8
-57.6
1995
200.7867
price>100 and price<=200
This filter condition gives all items that are more expensive than $100 but not more than $200.
Filter by String
A string should be enclosed in quotes (`).

You can connect strings by using the plus sign(+).

Examples:
`yellow`
`A100`
`yellow` + `dress`
The above produces `yellow dress`.
color=`BLUE`
This filter condition gives all blue items
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THANK YOU
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ERP MODULES AND WINFASHION MOBILE APPS:Visit Our Website : www.winfashion.com
Email Us@Support@winfashion.com
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